
A
s a relatively recent addition to Scotts 
Valley, I was quite taken aback to hear 
that the City of Scotts Valley has declared 

a fiscal emergency.  Despite many new develop-
ments and a seemingly prosperous community, 
Scotts Valley is on a dark, tight schedule.  By 2021, 
the city’s funds would drop below the two-month 
reserve level, by 2022 nothing would remain in 
the reserves and the city would enter debt. By 
2023/2024 the deficit would reach 5.8 million dol-
lars.  If Scotts Valley’s expenditures and revenue 
continue without adjustments, serious service 
cuts will be made throughout the city, especially 
to the SVPD.   
Fortunately, Scotts Valley already has a plan to 

avoid fiscal disaster.  On your upcoming March ballot, you’ll be able to 
vote for Measure Z, an increased sales tax, to keep the city from mak-
ing operational cuts.  I checked in with Tina Friend, the Scotts Valley 
City Manager, to hear more about the situation.  She summarized her 
hopes and concerns for the city budget, “What I know about this com-
munity is that they really care about safety and they really love their 
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From left to right, includes the team ,members going to the 

Nationals: Davey Mobley, Skye Hathaway, Ava Willis, Rowan 

Hutchinson, Kade Boe and Lee Loftin

By Christina Wise, Staff Reporter

M
allory and Ross are in love, and 
slated to be married this fall. 
Both hail from the South, and 

their respective families are very proud 
of their lineage; in fact, the groom’s fam-
ily owns a plantation-turned-wedding 
venue in North Carolina. Ross’ family 
has offered to host the couple’s wedding 
free of charge on the property, but the 
couple struggles with the ethics of say-
ing “I do” on the very grounds where 
cruelty and racism were practiced just 
a few generations ago. As Millennials, 
they are adamantly opposed to the his-
tory of the property.  Should they have 
the wedding at the venue to save money 
and keep the peace, or should they find 
another venue, refuse the groom’s fami-
ly’s offer and pay for the entire wedding 
themselves?
Cypress Charter High School senior 
Davey Mobley and his four Ethics Bowl 
teammates knew the answer: gettin’ 
hitched on the soil where slaves were 

bought and beaten simply isn’t an 
option for the couple whose roots trace 
back to the days of Southern Pride. The 
judges agreed with Mobley’s team, and 
they won that round—just one of six 
rounds featuring twelve ethical ques-
tions and nine hours of debate and 
cross-examination—at the Northern 
California Regional High School Ethics 
Bowl. Hosted by UCSC on Sunday, 
January 12th, 28 teams from public and 
private high schools vied for the title of 
Regional Champion, and the Cypress 
Charter team emerged victorious with 
a 6-0 record.
This was Mobley’s third showing at 
the NorCal Regional Ethics Bowl, and 
his team’s first win. All five seniors on 
the team (Mobley, Ava Willis, Rowan 
Hutchinson, Skye Hathaway and Lee 
Loftin) have competed for the last 1-3 
years, but this year was one for the 
record books: Cypress Charter High 
School from Live Oak is the only public 
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Tina Friend explains the Scotts Valley budget in City Hall.
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